Saving The World, One T-Shirt At A Time
Consumers help
make a difference
with (RED).
by Rachel Kuluile
Concordia freshman Andy Buechler's
wardrobe has always
been up to speed with
the latest Hollywood
trends.
"I like to dress
well-it's called bein'
awesome," Buechler
mused.
The latest craze and
assault on Buechler's
wallet, however, is caimage from gap.com
pable of doing much
more than merely
covering his nipples. Gap distributed
(PRODUCT) RED, in the form of tshirts, hoodies, and other apparel, just
might save the world!
The (RED) organization was created by Bono, U2 front man and activist, and Bobby Shriver, Chairman of
DATA— an organization dedicated to

spreading awareness of the crises
plaguing Africa.
Their purpose is
to raise capital
for The Global
Fund, an organization dedicated
to helping fight
AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria in Africa,
through the sale
of (PRODUCT)
RED merchandise. Gap jumped
on board releasing their first collection of (RED)
last October.
Other companies
selling (RED) products include American Express, Apple
Inc., Converse, Motorola, and Giorgio
Armani.
While researching (PRODUCT)
RED, this young brash reporter
was suspicious of foul play. Unlike
Buechler, I don't much care for U2
or any other celebrity for that matter.
And celebrities love (RED). On board

are big shots like Will Smith, Jamie
Foxe, Penelope Cruz, and even Steven
Spielberg. But just how much money is
actually going to the people of Africa?
Joinred.com provided me with answers. From sales of GAP (PRODUCT) RED merchandise, including tshirts, hoodies, jeans, and tote bags, 50
percent of the gross total margin goes to
the Global Fund. For every sale of the
Motorola (PRODUCT) RED phones,
$17 is .donated. For every iPod nano
(PRODUCT) RED sold, Apple contributes $10 from your purchase price.
Giorgio Armani is contributing 40 percent of its gross profit margin sales of
all Emporio Armani (RED) products.
Chuck Taylor also joined the phenomenon donating 15 percent of the net retail sales of the Make Mine Red shoe.
An initial reaction to these figures
could be...that's it? These are some
huge companies! This is GAP, Armani,
and U2. U2's latest tour grossed . $130
million. But that's nothing. Giorgio
Armani's net worth is estimated to be
$4.5 billion!
Since its beginning, (PRODUCT)
RED has raised $11,303,926 for The
Global Fund.. And Armani and Bono

keep getting richer.
(PRODUCT) RED...it's a hell of a
marketing device.
But does that really matter? (RED)
offers a chance for consumers to make
a difference. And this is, after all, capitalism There always runs the chance
of the fat getting fatter. And consumers will keep on consuming, no matter
what
(RED), after all isn't claiming to be
anything they're not As stated on the
joinred.com website, "(RED) is not a
charity. It is simply a business modeL
You buy (RED) stuff over non-(RED).
We get the money. [We] buy the pills
and distribute them."
Beuchler is faithful to (RED). "We
are cynical people who only expect the
worst out of the people with money.
People complain that these companies
don't do anything to help, but when
they do, it's not enough. (PRODUCT)
Red is one of those little efforts you
hear about that will, hopefully, encourage buyers and cynics alike to do
more for the cause."
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